The Groninger Horse
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Part 1

Origin
This article is about the little known origin of the Groninger Horse.
Presumably it belonged to the ancient North Sea breed, which through crossbreeding became the horse, which
was asked for at some point in history.

The influence of the Andalusian during the Spanish rule in the 16th and 17th centuries is unmistakable. It is also
claimed that Danish stallions have been brought to the north of the Netherlands. Both the Friesian and the
Groninger Horse were also known for their fast trot.

In the 16th century there was so much demand for these horses that there was a ban on the export of the Groninger
mares and an obligation to have the mares only covered by approved stallions.

For the improvement of the Groninger horse, Oldenburg stallions were introduced. That is why the Oldenburger
Horse has had the greatest influence on the formation of the Groninger Horse.
The Oldenburger Horses had more thoroughbred bloodlines, because they were crossed with the Mecklenburger
Horse that was very high in blood at that time. Many of those Mecklenburger stallions carried 50% to 75% English
thoroughbred. The Mecklenburger horse is the oldest studbook in Germany, but unfortunately almost extinct. They
were used for breeding in both Hannover and Oldenburg.
(The Mecklenburger stallion Jellachich]

In 1873 the Oldenburg stallion Radetsky was imported to Groningen. He supplied horses for agriculture, but also
suitable carriage horses. East Friesian stallions were also used.

The stallion Emigrant (1875) from Young Nord (Nord), was one of the most influential stallions in Oldenburg. He
carried 52.2% English Thoroughbred [his dam was from Consul1 . She was a granddaughter of Brother to Rostrum
xx and the famous Miss Pratt]

[Emigrant 1875, typesetter for the
Groninger.

To maintain the quality of the breeding, the Horses Studbook was established in 1879, where horses from
Groningen, Friesland and Drente were entered.
In 1884 there was also a demand for army horses. Crosses with Oldenburg stallions were strongly encouraged to meet
this demand.
Groningen received a register for Groninger Horses in 1890; which was followed by a spin-off of the Horses
studbook and the establishment in 1896 of its own Groningen studbook.
This is how the Groningen horse was gradually formed.

Part 2

After 1900

After the First World War, horses were needed for agriculture, especially the heavy type, which was suitable for work
on the Groninger clay.
The new breeding goal was the breeding of short-legged, heavy, strong and beautifully shaped type of harness
horses, with the best power and square gaits.
In 1920 excellent mares were imported from Oldenburg to Groningen, but the imported stallions did not want to
succeed. Then mares were sent to the best stallions in Oldenburg, but the result was nil. [Only the later known
stock and premium stallion Baldo 1931 succeeded ].
A change came when Gambo was introduced in 1929. Gabo was very influential and left 66 sons and 76 grandsons.
Gambo was linebreed on 7 x Emigrant and 10 x Rubico (Normann bloodline)

[Gambo OL 1927, important foundation in the
modern Groninger]

After the Second World War, people wanted a riding type horse; which was also heavy enough to be able to work in
agriculture. Again they proceeded to import, now Holstein mares.

Of those imports, the mare Morgenster was the most influential, through her sons Sineada (by Camillus) and
Senator. Sineada inherited her reliable character and very strong hindquarters. His offspring also had a lot of show
jumping talent.

[Sinaeda, a son of the imported Holstein mare Morgenster, he became a lasting influence.]

Around 1960, to meet the demand for riding horses, higher blooded stallions were imported, including
Holsteiner/Trakehners and English Thoroughbreds. They were put to cover in the Northern provinces where they fit
perfectly on the heavy mares. In 1967 there were already 22 imported stallions for breeding.
For the original Groningen type 1973 was a low point, with only 2 stallions left Baldewijn and Senner
Since 1979 a small group of people have come together to try to preserve the original Groningen horse on the
Groningen Horse Association. https://zeldzamerassen.nl/het-groninger-paard/
The influence of the Groningen horse has been of great importance on the current sporthorse population.
Most of the Groningen mares were included in de WPN, later on the KWPN. And if you look father back in the
pedigree of KWPN horses, you will always end up with those lines. Also the Gelderland Horse has often its base in
those lines.
Finally a few examples of those lines:
The FREIMINKA line
much more.

with Totilas, Oki Doki, Marius/Milton and

Freiminka

I-ANJA a Farn daughter from a mother of the Groningen stallion Hoveling. I-Anja herself was a excellent jumper.
As example her grantdaughter Renata la Silla and the Silverbridge line.
CORRIE, the mother of the famous stallion Karandash, who had a lot of Groningen blood through her father Irco Polo
(m/f Sineada0 and her dam line. Her sister jumped also internationally.

Corrie

CONCORDE , the bloodline of his damline (Klaske)
The famous Darco comes directy through his mother from Groningen/Gelderland ancestors.
The story of his maternal grandmother ATOUCHA says enough about the soundness of these horses.
This mare Atoucha (by Ulex) was born in 1959 in the Netherlands
and registered in the studbook Gelders type of the VLN, the
predecessor of the (K)WPN. This mare was bought by Alfons
Pauwels in 1960. Mr. Pauwels was looking for an agricultural riding
horse, a horse for both work and relaxation. And this she did,
competing for agricultural work and in her “free time’, competing
in dressage, show jumping and eventing competitions. Twice, in
1968 and 1970, she was Belgian eventing competition champion
for national riders. According to her proud owner (quoted from an
excellent article by Leen Devocht about Darco (from Breeding
News, January 1997) she had a legion of qualities: “very strong,
healthy, not a single day of illness, an enormous capacity for
recovery, never refusal, Always fighting and daring like a lioness.
Atoucha got eleven foals- ten fillies and a stallion.

The willingness to work and the selection of health and strength through the hard agriculture work of the Groningen
claygrounds, combined with the spirit of the Thoroughbred, made these original Groningen Horses irriplaceble as the
base of sporthorse breeding in the Netherlands.
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